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Background 
This builds on the information in “Navigating Ephemeral Cities Part One” by adding searching 
using the side search tool. Part One covered using Ephemeral Cities through the map interface 
and this builds by adding the search tool and then cross-searching in other collections.  
 
Searching in Ephemeral Cities  
Follow the first step from Part One to access the Ephemeral Cities interface, which is to open the 
Ephemeral Cities webpage with a browser: http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/epc/  
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Because street names change regularly, and many older streets are unnamed, when using th
basic or advanced search some streets may not display depending on the words chosen. To
search more effectively by street, use the map search interface from the first page
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Activity   
To see how companies emerged and industry developed in Florida use the information for 
searching with the basic and advanced searches to search for particular building use.  Try 
different types of usage that are commonly associated with Florida. 
 

• In groups, discuss what search terms to use? 
• In planning the search terms, discuss the history of industry in Florida. 
• Try a few common words to see what information comes from the results. For instance, 

try “factory” and try “store.”  
• What was the most common type of factory found? What was the most common type of 

store? 
• When searching for factories, a number of ice factories are found. Based on the time 

period, what are ice factories and why would they be so abundant? Since refrigerators 
weren’t in common household usage until the 1930s, what other companies would use 
their product?  

• In looking at the building uses in Ephemeral Cities, try to connect the history of Florida to 
the history of industry, and discuss how changes in technology would impact the type of 
factories and businesses in operation.  
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